Yet to Restore
All these properties form the final phase of the Castle Leslie restoration project which commenced in 1991.

- Dinkin’s Lodge
- Dawson’s Lodge
- The Gothic Lodge
- Garden and Gate Lodge
- Gamekeepers Lodge
- Victorian Laundry
- Famine Wall
- The Old Farmyard

The Famine Wall
This 4½ mile wall was part of a famine relief project by the family who cancelled rents and built soup kitchens. While some building the wall was paid and well fed, some of the locals paid little or nothing for the materials and labour and lost their homes. The government and the local families were angry. The local people built the monument in Glaslough Village.

- The Rookery
- Home Pond
- The Old Farmyard
- Pinetum
- Horse Pond
- The Walled Garden
- The Estate... walks, trails and locations for residents of Castle Leslie Estate.

The Rookery
Home to around 25,000 rooks and starlings who put on an amazing display over the lake every sunrise and sunset from Autumn to late Spring.

Dream Lake
The lake got its name from the fact that it was impossible to get to and only glimpses of it could be caught. The name comes from a very early colonial settlement.

The Walled Garden
Built in the 1700s as a kitchen garden, this was one of the most beautiful walled gardens in the country. The restoration plans are underway in terms of planning and raising funds. The aim is to restore this garden as a working garden but also as a teaching garden with a coffee shop.